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14 Claims. (C. 235-60) 
This invention relates to adding and calculat 

ing machines, and the principal object is to pro 
duce a device of this nature which will be port 
able. To this end, incidental objects have been 
to use few parts, simple of construction, and 
each performing as much work as possible. Other 
objects have been to provide novel and simple 
differential mechanism, two-way carry mecha 
nism, sign printing mechanism and various con 
trols. Many other objects will appear from the 
following description and claims. The mecha 
nism for this purpose is shown in the accompany 
ing drawings made from a full size operating 
machine. 

In the drawings: 
Fig. 1 is a top plan view of a machine embody 

ing my invention. 
Fig. 2 is a right side elevation of the same. 
Fig. 3 is a front elevation of the same. 
Fig. 4 is a right side elevation just inside the 

COWer. 
Fig. 5 is a top plan view with the cover and 

paper carriage removed. 
Fig. 6 is a horizontal Sectional view taken sub 

stantially on line 6-6 of Fig. 4. 
Fig. 7 is a bottom plan view with base-plate 

removed. 
Fig. 8 is an elevation of the right side frame 

member with certain of the parts associated 
therewith 

Fig. 9 is a vertical section substantially on line 
9-9 of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 10 is a left elevation with the cover re 
moved and the base and air-pot in section. 

Fig. 11 is a vertical section substantially on 
line - of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 12 is a vertical section substantially on 
line 2-2 of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 13 is a vertical front-to-rear section taken 
substantially thru the center of the machine, 
parts being shown in operated position. 

Fig. 14 is a vertical section taken substantially 
on line 4-4 of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 15 is a similar view taken substantially 
on line 5-5 of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 16 is a fragmentary perspective view of 
the '1' Slide bar. 

Fig. 17 is a detail sectional view of the carriage 
indicator. 

Fig. 18 is a vertical sectional view taken just 
inside the right-hand main frame plate. 

Fig. 19 is a fragmentary perspective view of 
part of the total detent mechanism. 

Fig. 20 is a vertical Sectional view taken sub 

'stantially in the plane of the left face of the 
right-hand intermediate plate. 

Fig. 21 is a fragmentary detail section sub 
stantially on line 2-2 of Fig. 20. 

Fig. 22 is a detail view showing principally the 
ribbon mechanism. 

Fig. 23 is a vertical section of the paper car 
riage taken just inside the left-hand frame 
thereof and looking toward the right. 

Fig. 24 is a similar view taken substantially 
thru the middle of the carriage and looking to 
Ward the left, parts being broken away for the 
Sake of clearness, 

Like reference characters refer to like parts in 
all views. 

Main framework (Figs, 1 to 6) 
The main framework of the machine includes 

a cover OO which encloses most of the working 
parts of the machine and is provided with a 
sight-opening covered with a window of thru 
which the accumulator dials may be read. This 
cover rests upon a base plate O2 and is remov 
ably Secured thereto by screws or other suitable 
leaS. 
Rising from the base plate O2 are right and 

left side plates or frames 03 and 04 which are 
secured together and spaced apart by tie rods 
and tie plates, the essential ones of which will 
be hereinafter indicated by reference characters 
as the parts with which they are associated are 
described. 

Beside the above frame elements there are also 
right and left intermediate plates or frames fos 
and 06 which are secured to the plates O3 and 
04 by tie rods, 
Upon these several frame members are sup 

ported all of the working parts of the machine. 
Numeral keys (Figs 1 to 13) 

The keyboard includes six special keys and ten 
digit keys O. Each of the digit keys O7 is 
inscribed with its proper digit. Each significant 
digit key is secured to a respective key-lever fo8 
pivoted on a pivot rod O9 supported by the frame 
plates O3 and 04 of the machine. The '0' key 
is provided with two key-levers O which are 
also pivoted on the pivot rod f 09. The several 
levers pivoted on rod 09 are spaced apart by 
suitable spacing collars ff. Suitable springs 
2 are connected to the key-levers 08 and fo 

and Support the same and return them to normal 
condition after each key-stroke. Springs 2 are 
anchored to a tie rod 3 which extends between 
frame members 03 and 04. 
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The several key-levers 08 and 0 are guided 
in slots 4 formed in a comb-plate 5 secured 
to frame members 03 and 04. The upper boun 
dary of the slots is paralleled by a leather stop 
member or bumper B secured to the inner face 
of the comb-plate S, and this bumper limits the 
upward movement of all the key-levers and cush 
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ions their blow as well as eliminating considerable 
noise. A tie rod passes from frame member 
08 to frame member 04 under the key levers; 

and carries a rubber tube 8 which limits depres 
sion of the keys, cushions their blow, and elim 
nates noisy action. 
Numeral key interlock (Figs 4, 6, 7, 9 to 16) 
Means are provided for preventing the simul 

taneous depression of a plurality of digit keys 
and for preventing depression of any digit key 
when another digit key is in depressed position. 

Secured to the inside of each of the side frame 
members 03 and 104 are comb plates if 9 and 
20 which are spaced slightly from the respec 

tive frame members by slotted blocks 2. The 
slots in the combs and blocks are in alignment 
and serve to guide and space apart nine slotted 
control slides f22, each of which is adapted to be 
moved from right to left by a respective digit key 
lever. The foremost slide 22 is controlled by the 
"1" key-lever, 08, and so on, so that the rear 
most slide 22 is controlled by the '9' key-lever. 
Each slide 22 is formed with a slot f23 for 

each of the key levers 08 and 0 and also with 
a slot 23 for the Non-print key lever (to be later 
described), and has its left end cut down to abutt 
the "Back-space key-lever (to be later described) 
if the same is depressed. The slots 23 of the 
several slides 22 are normally aligned with the 
several key-levers and the slot of any slide which 
receives the key of its own digit value is slightly 
widened toward the right; and a roller f2 is 
supported on the slides so as to be contacted by 
the respective key lever. Depression of any sig 
nificant digit key-lever causes the latter to strike 
the roller 24 of its respective slide 22 moving 
the latter to the left far enough to bring its slots 
other than the wide one for the depressed key 
lever, out of registry with the remaining several 
key-levers, so that no other key connected with 
the system may then be depressed until the de 
pressed key returns to normal. When simulta 
neous depression of a plurality of keys is at 
tempted, the respective slides are moved by their 
rollers and all keys are locked against effective 
depression until all but One are returned to 
normal. 
The "0" key-levers to and the Non-print key 

lever merely more into aligned slots 23 upon de 
pression so that none of the slides 22 may be 
moved by a significant digit key; and the Back 
space key-lever noves down to the left of all the 
slides 22 with similar results. Springs 25 re 
turn the slides 22 to their right-hand or nor 
mal position and movement in this direction is 
limited by stops 26 formed on the slides 22 con 
tacting the guide member 9. 

Effect of depressing a digit cely 
Before going into details as to the effects pro 

duced by depression of a digit key, it may be well 
to consider the matter generally. 

Depression of a significant digit key trips an 
escapement mechanism so as to permit a very 
slight movement of a preliminary representation 
carriage; throws a tiltable pinion into mesh with 
one or another of a plurality of racks on said 

2,152,820 
carriage; trips a detent for the engaged rack 
So as to permit the same to move; moves the 
respective slide bar 22 so that its left end inter 
cepts a universal slide bar, and causes the tilt 
able pinion to limit movement of the engaged 
rack; and locks the universal slide-bar against 
retrograde movement or chattering. 

Return to normal of a depressed significent 
digit key causes the tiltable pinion to move out 
of engagement with the engaged rack; the detent 
to return into engagement with such rack; the 
digit slide bar 22 to return to normal; the uni 
versal slide bar to be unlocked and returned to 
normal; and trips the escapement back to nor 
mal so as to permit the preliminary representa 
tion carriage to complete one denominational step 
of movement. 

Depression of the '0' key, locks the significant 
digit keys as already explained, and trips the 
escapement So as to permit a slight movement 
of the preliminary representation carriage. Re 
turn of this key trips the escapement back to nor 
mal so as to permit the preliminary representa 
tion carriage to complete one denominational step 
of movement, and unlocks the other digit keys, 
With this general statement we shall pass to a 

consideration of these features in detail. 
The preliminary representation carriage (Figs. 

6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14) 
There is provided a carriage upon which a pre 

liminary representation of items is set up by ac 
tion of the keys prior to the entry of such items 
on the register. This carriage consists essen 
tially of a carriage frame formed from a single 
piece of sheet metal bent so as to have legs 27 
and 128 connected at their fear ends by a por 
tion f29. The front ends of legs 27 and 28 
are connected by a bar 30. 
Secured to the front ends of legs 27 and 28 

are grooved wheels 3 which ride on top of a 
tie rod 32, and rollers 33 which underlie the 
Said tie rod 32. The portion 29 carries a roller 
34 which rides on a rear tie rod 35, and a 

finger 36 which underlies such rod. Finger 36 
is not formed directly on portion 29 but is bent 
out from an intermediate carriage frame 37 
which is secured to portion 29 and bar 30. By 
this construction the carriage frame is secured 
against possible movement in any direction later 
ally of the tie rods 32 and 35 but is free to move 
therealong, i. e., axially thereof. 
A Spring 38 tends constantly to drive the car 

riage from right to left as viewed from the front 
of the machine, and such movement is con 
trolled by escapement mechanism which will now 
be described. 

Carriage escapement (Figs. 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13) 
The preliminary representation carriage is pro 

vided with a suitable step-by-step escapement 
stop mechanism, whereby the carriage is prop 
erly positioned for receiving digital values of the 
several desired denominational orders. 
The key-levers 10 of the '0' key are adapted 

to engage with a short yoke 39 pivoted on the 
rod 09. The key-levers f 10 of the '0' key are 
cut away SO as not to engage a Second yoke and 
longer yoke 40 also pivoted on rod fo9 and which 
longer yoke extends under all of the key-levers 
08 of the significant digit keys 07. Yoke 39 

is formed with a lip 4f underlying the long bail 
40. It will thus be seen that when a significant 

digit key is depressed, both of the bails 39 and 
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40 will be rocked, while when the "0" key is der 
pressed only the short ball f39 will be rocked. 
Whenever the short bail 39 is rocked, it pushes 

rearwardly a link 42, the forward end of which 
is pivotally connected to the bail 39, and the rear 
end of which, is pivoted in the lower end of a stud 
43 depending from a cross-bar 44 pivotally 
mounted in the side main frames 03 and 04 of 
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the machine. The rearward movement of link 
42 therefore effects rocking of the bar 44 

against the tension of a spring 45 which nor 
mally holds the bar 44 with a lug 46 formed 
thereon in contact with a stop-pin 47 projecting 
from the frame 4. 
a pin 48 projecting from the frame 03, and in 
holding bar 44 in normal position, also main 
tains link 42 and bail 39 in normal condition. 
The rocking of bar f44 is limited by a finger 49 
engaging the top of pin 47. 
The bar 44 is formed with a rigid stop tooth 
5, and carries a movable stop pawl 52, the 
movement of Which in one direction is positively 
limited by a rigid pin 53, and is Variably limited 
in the other direction by a lip. 54 formed on the 
end of a pivoted stop member 55 also pivotally 
carried by the bar 44. The normal position of 
the stop member is determined by a finger 56 of 
the same engaging the front edge of the bar 44, 
being urged into such engagement by a Spring 
57. The escapement stop pawl 152 is constantly 
urged toward the stop f54 by a spring 58, the 
tension of Spring 57 being stronger than that of 
spring 58. 

Normally, the movable stop pawl 52 is in en 
gagement with a ratchet rack 59 which is rigidly 
secured to the carriage frame to move therewith. 
When the bar 44 is swung by the depression of 
one of the digit keys, the pawl 52 is withdrawn 
from the rack 59 and the rigid stop tooth 5 is 
engaged therewith, thereby permitting the car 
riage to move very slightly, the stop face of the 
rigid tooth 5 being normally slightly to the left 
of the stop face of the pawl 52. As soon as the 
pawl ?52 is disengaged from the rack 59, its 
Spring 58 causes it to move until it engages the 
lip 54, which holds the pawl 52 against further 
movement OWing to the relative strengths of the 
SpringS 57 and 58. Upon releasing the de 
pressed key, the plate 44 is swung back to normal 
by its spring 45 and thereby the movable pawl 
52 is again engaged with the escapement ratchet 
rack 59 and tooth 5 is disengaged, whereupon 
the spring 38 draws the carriage to the left the 
rest of one denominational step until the pawl 
52 again strikes the rigid stop 53. 
In returning the carriage either for back-Space 

operations or for carriage return operations as 
will be later described, the stop 55 permits the 
stop pawl 52 to be moved by the ratchet bar 
against the finger 54 and to rock the stop men 
ber 55 so that return movement of the carriage 
may be effected. Except for this, the stop finger 
54 might be a pin. 
Differential stop mechanism (Figs. 6, 7, 9, 11, 

12, 13) 
The preliminary representation carriage carries 

a series of differential stop members 60, there 
being one for each denomination for which the 
machine is designed. In the present showing the 
machine is designed for a capacity of nine digits 
or denominational places in any One item, and 
hence nine differential stop members 60 are 
shown, altho more or less could be used to satisfy 
the requirements which the machine is built to fit. 

Spring 45 is anchored to 

3 
The several differential stop elements 60 are 
slotted at their front ends as at 6 such slots 
receiving the carriage rail 32 and the upper and 
lower fingers at these slots being guided and Sup 
ported in double combs cut in the carriage cross 
bar 30. The rear portion of each differential 
stop member 60 is formed with a slot 62 which 
embraces a tie rod 63 passing from the leg 2 
of the carriage frame to the intermediate frame 
37 thereof. The rear ends of the several dif 

ferential Stop members 60 are guided in slots 
or a comb cut in the rear portion 29 of the car 
riage frame. 
Each differential stop member 60 is constantly 

urged rearwardly by a respective spring 64, and 
is normally restrained by a respective restraining 
dog 65 mounted pivotally on a rod 66 supported 
by ears rising from the right leg f 27 and the 
intermediate carriage frame member 3. Each 
dog 65 is formed in the shape of a bail having 
an engagement tooth 50 in the plane of the 
respective differential stop member 60 and a re 
leasing finger 67 lying in the plane next adja 
cent toward the right. As the carriage is stepped 
from right to left, one after another of the re 
leasing fingers 6 is brought under a releasing 
element 68 operable by the significant digit keys 
as will presently be set forth. Individual springs 
69 tend constantly to throw the respective dogs 

into rack engaging position. The several differ 
ential stop members 60 are formed With racks 
f70 which co-operate with the dogs just men 
tioned, and also with other instrumentalities 
presently to be described. 

Each differential stop member 60 is also 
formed with a series of ten stop shoulders 7 
arranged in step formation and indicating from 
top to bottom the digits “0” to '9', the lowest or 
'9' step being cut away for clearance of other 
parts. These ten steps of each member control 
the extent of actuation of the actuating rack and 
type carrier with which they are caused to co 
operate. 

Tiltable pinion (Figs. 6, 7, 9 to 13) 
Means is provided for releasing the differential 

stop bars seriatim and for controlling the extent 
of movement of the same in accordance with the 
Value of the digit key which effects the release of 
the Same. 

Secured to the left-hand side of the long bail 
40 operable by the significant digit keys is a 
depending finger or arm 72 to the lower end of 
which is pivoted the front end of a link f3, the 
rear end of which is pivoted to the lower end of 
an arm 74 the hub of which is secured to a shaft 

5 having its bearings in the left side frame fo4 
and in the right hand one 05 of two intermedi 
ate machine frames 05 and O6. A spring 76 
tends constantly to draw link 73 forward and to 
hold the associated parts in normal position. 

Rigidly secured to the shaft 75 near the inter 
mediate frame member 05 is a forwardly ex 
tending arm 68 the curved front end of which 
normally over lies the releasing finger 67 of the 
left-hand retaining dog 65 (the retaining dog 
of the leftmost differential Stop member). 

Freely mounted in the front end of the arm. 
68 is the right-hand end of a tiltable shaft 78, 

the other end of which is freely rotatable in the 
main frame 04. Collars or other Suitable means 
may be utilized to prevent endwise play of the 
shaft 78. Secured to the tiltable shaft 78 near 
its right-hand end is a pinion 79 which normally 
lies in the plane of the leftmost differential stop 
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4. 
member 60 and consequently in line with the 
rack To thereof. Secured to the tiltable shaft 
78 near its left-hand end is a pinion f 80 which 

constantly meshes loosely with a rack 8 on a 
universal slide bar 82. This universal slide bar 
82 is formed near its front end with a rearward 

ly facing stop 83 and with a spring element 84, 
and is constantly urged forwardly by a spring, 
f2. 
When a significant digit key is depressed, the 

rocking of the frame 40 causes rocking of the 
depending arm 72 which in turn forces rear 
wardly on link T3, thereby rocking shaft TS 
and arm 68. In this rocking, the front end of 
arm 8 engages the releasing finger 67 of the 
dog B releasing the corresponding differential 
stop member 60. Simultaneously the shaft 78 
has been tilted so as to bring its pinion 9 into 
engagement with the rack 70 of the released 
differential stop member 60, the latter now 
moving rearwardly under the influence of its 
spring 64 and effecting rotation of pinion T9, 
tiltable shaft f8 and pinion 80. This causes 
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the universal rack bar 82 to be moved rear 
wardly against the tension of its spring until its 
stop 8 engages the end of the digit slide 22 
which has been moved by the depressed digit 
key. Differential stop bar spring 64 is stronger 
than universal slide bar spring 820. At this 
instant the spring element 84 jumps in at the 
rear of the digit slide 22 thereby preventing any 
appreciable rebound. 
When the key is released, the dog 65 is re 

leased and engages the rack 70 holding the same 
in the position to which it has been moved, the 
digit slide 22 unlocks the universal slide f82 
and permits the latter to move back to normal 
under the influence of its spring f2O and this 
slide rotates pinions 79 and 80 and shaft 78 
accordingly. 

In case the '0' key is depressed, the differen 
tial stop member is not released and none of the 
above occurs: but whether a significant digit 
key or the '0' key is operated, the carriage is 
stepped at the end of the operation as already 
explained so as to bring the next differential 
stop member to the right into cooperative rela 
tionship with the pinion 9 and releasing arm 

8. 

Back space mechanism (Figs. 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 
11, 12, 13) 

It may at times be desirable to back-space the 
preliminary representation carriage as in divi 
sion; and the following means is provided for 
this purpose. 

Secured to the carriage escapement ratchet 
rack 59 and spaced apart therefrom by posts or 
other suitable means is a back-space ratchet rack 

5. A pawl or a dog 86 adapted to cooperate 
with the teeth of the rack 85, is pivotally mount 
ed on the rear end of a bell-crank lever 87, and 
is constantly urged toward engagement with the 
rack by a spring 88. This engagement is nor 
mally prevented by the heel 89 of the pawl 86 
being forced against a stop pin 90 carried by a 
plate 9. Movement of the pawl fes and its 
bell-crank 8 toward the right, is limited by en 
gagement of the pawl with a pin 92, also de 
pending from the plate 9. A spring 80 tends 
constantly to draw the bell crank 87 in a clock 
wise direction as viewed from the botton. 

75 

The bell-crank 87 is pivoted at 93 to the 
plate 9 and has its short arm 94 pivotally 
connected to a link 5 which has its rear end 
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pivoted to tie lower end of a depending artin 96 
of the back-space key-lever 9, operable by out 
ton 98 and held up by spring ii 2. 
When the back-space key is depressed it swings 

the bell-crank 87 thereby bringing the pawl 
86 into engagement with the rack 85 and then 

carrying the rack and the preliminary represen 
tation carriage back something over one space, 
the movable pawls 52 and 55 of the escapement 
permitting this movement; and, upon releasing 
the key, the parts return to normal, leaving the 
carriage set one space to the right, however. 
This mechanism is purely a back-space device 

for division or other purposes, and not to be con 
fused with correction or error keys in the prior 
art which have frequently been erroneously de 
nominated as "back space keys'. 
Carriage position indicator (Figs. 1, 3, 5 and 10) 
Secured to the left-hand leg 28 of the carriage 

frame, is one end of a cord or the like 200, 
which passes over a grooved pulley 20, pivotally 
mounted on a pin from the left-hand main frame 
member 04. The cord 200 then passes forwardly 
at the left side of the machine and is secured to 
a drum 202 rotatably mounted on a pin 203 ex 
tending from the left frame O4 of the machine. 
The drum 202 carries an indicator dial 24 hav 
ing numerals engraved or otherwise indicated 
thereon, and visible, one at a time, thru an Open 
ing 205 in the casing. This dial is a tight fit for 
the drum but may be adjusted thereon by hand 
so as to bring the same into proper indicating 
position relative to the drum. 
A colled Spring 206 is located inside drum 202, 

with one end anchored to the right-hand end of 
the drum, and the other end secured to a washer 
207 secured to the left end of pin 203 and Snugly 
held against it by a screw 208. By loosening up 
on Screw 208 and rotating the washer 27 more 
or less tension may be given to spring 20s. The 
drum 202 is far enough from washer 207 so that, 
while the washer is secured against rotation by 
spring 206 the drum is free to be rotated thereby. 
As the carriage is stepped from right to left, 

spring 206 is permitted to turn drum 2e2 to take 
up the slack in cord 200, and thus the dial 2 
is turned so as to indicate the extent to which the carriage has been moved. 
Operating lever and main shaft (Figs. 1 to 5 and 

7 to 15) 

The operating mechanism of the machine in 
cludes an operating handle or hand-crank 20, 
the hub 20 of which is centrally apertured to 
receive a screw 2 which threads into the right 
hand end of the main shaft 212. The hub 2 
also carries dowel pins 23 which engage in ap 
ertures 24 in a collar 25 pinned or otherwise 
fixedly secured to the main shaft. In this man 
ner the operating lever is removably, but rigidly 
Secured to the main shaft. 
The forward stroke of the operating lever may 

be very rapid, but the end of the return stroke 
is preferably cushioned so as to prevent jar. For 
this purpose, I connect an air-pot device to the 
main shaft, the construction being as follows: 
Secured to the left-hand end of the main shaft 

22 outside frame 04, is a downwardly extending 
rock arm 26, which carries at its free end a 
spring-holder 27 to which a stout return spring 
28 is secured, the front end of such spring being 
anchored to a pin on the base plate O2. This 
spring serves to return the main shaft to normal 
after a forward stroke of the operating lever. 
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Fixedly secured to the main shaft 22 is a rock 

arm. 29. A short rod 220 is fastened at opposite 
ends to the rock arms 26 and 29, and to this 
rod 220 is pivotally connected the lower end of 
an upright link 22. The upper end of link 22 
is pivotally secured to the central portion of a 
lever 222, one end of which extends forwardly 
and is bent into a yoke as at 223, where it is 
pivotally secured to the main frame fo4. The 
rear end of lever 222 is pivoted to the upper end 
of the air-pot plunger-rod 224. 
The air-pot proper, includes a body portion 

225 pivoted in a support 226 secured to the base 
plate 02, and a cover 22, which is threaded to 
the top of the body 225. This cover is provided 
with an aperture 228 to permit free ingress and 
egress of air, and also with a central aperture 
thru which the plunger-rod 224 passes. 
At its lower end, plunger-rod 224 is reduced 

and carries a piston 229 having a long apron and 
fitting snugly in the body 225. It is particularly 
necessary to have the piston 229 long so as to 
prevent more effectively any air escape, and to 
have it hollow so as to give the greatest air 
capacity, in order that the dash-pot may be made 
Small for a portable machine Such as the pres 
ent. 
an air inlet as at 230. A nut 23 is threaded on 
the bottom of rod 224 and holds the piston 229 
firmly in place. 
23 is a leather washer 232 which is pressed by a 
spring 233 against the inner upper face of pis 
ton. This washer permits ready ingress of air 
thru opening 230, but prevents egress of air there 
thru. 
The body 225 of the air pot has an opening 

234 drilled in its lower end and fitted with a screw 
235. There is also a by-pass 236 drilled into 
opening 234. By adjusting the screw, the rapid 
ity of egress of air thru the upper part of open 
ing 234 and by-pass 236 may be controlled, and 
the speed of the return stroke thereby controlled. 
Actuators and their control by differential stop 

members (Figs. 6, 7, 9, 11, 12 and 14) 
The actuators are indicated at 237 and are piv 

otally mounted on a shaft 238 having bearings 

50 

60 

in all four frame members 103, 104, iO5 and 106. 
Passing from one side frame 03 to the other 
04, is a stout tie bar 239 to which are attached 

blocks 240 which are secured to and help support 
the intermediate frame members 05 and 06. 
This bar 239 and blocks 240 also support a comb 
plate 24 having apertures, one for each actu 
ator. Thru each of these openings in the comb, 
plate 24 extends a stop bar 242 depending from 
a respective actuator 23. 
Each stop bar 242 is formed with a forwardly 

projecting ear 243 which carries two depending 
springs 244 secured to respective sides of a spring 
anchor channel bar 245 carried by a novable rod 
246. 
Rod 246 is supported at opposite ends by links 

24T, and guided in slots 248 formed in plates 249 
carried by blocks 240. The upper ends of links 
247 are attached to the front ends of respective 
rock levers 250 freely pivoted on actuator shaft 
238. The rear ends of rock levers 250 are pivot 
ally connected to depending links 25 having 
their lower ends pivoted to arms 252 fast on the 
main operating shaft 22. 
When the operating lever is drawn forwardly, 

the shaft, 22 is rocked, thereby causing arms 
252 to raise links 25, rocking levers 250 and de 
pressing links 247, whereby rod 246 is depressed, 
straining springs 244 which are normally under 

The plunger or piston 225 is formed with 

Mounted on the Shank of nut. 

S 
only a slight tension. This draws stop bars 242 
down until they strike the respective differential 
stop bars 60, coming to rest on the positioned 
stops f. Thus the extent of the excursions of 
actuators 237 is controlled, and consequently that 
of actuator racks 253 formed on the front ends 
thereof. 
A pivot rod 254 is secured between the left leg 

28 and the intermediate frame 37, and pivotally 
supports a rockable bar 255, the ends of which are 
bent into ears 256 which are pivoted on rod 254. 
The right-hand ear 256 is formed with a lip 25T 
carrying a pin 258 which extends thru a slot 259 
in the rear end of a curved arm 260 fast on a 
shaft 26 mounted in bearings in ears 262 bent 
up from plates 263 which tie the front ends of 
the pins carrying the carriage rollers 3 and 
33. A Spring 264 coiled about shaft 26 has 

One, end anchored to the left-hand ear 262 and 
the other pressing arm 260 clockwise as viewed 
from the right. Normally this spring and arm 
260, rock the bar 255 forwardly so that it stands 
in line with the “0” stops of the bars 60, 
and prevents downward movement of all bars 
242 to the left of the left-hand bar f60 in all. 
moved positions of the carriage and of all bars 
242 when the carriage is in its initial or right 
hand position. 

The accumulator frame (Figs. 4, 5, 8 to 15) 
Mounted freely on a shaft 265 supported in 

the main side frame-members fo3 and O4, are 
right and left accumulator frame plates 266 and 
267 which are spaced apart and secured together 
by upper, intermediate and lower tie rods 268, 
269 and 20. This frame carries the accumulator 
shaft 2 which extends there-beyond into open 
ings in the main frame members O3 and 04. 
The accumulator frame normally stands for 
ward, with the right-hand end portion of the ac 
Cumulator shaft, 2 in the botton of a slot 22 
formed in a cam lever 273 pivoted to the right 
side frame 3. 
By rocking cam lever 273 counter-clockwise, as 

viewed from the right, the contour of slot 22 
will cause the accumulator shaft 27 to be forced 
rearwardly, thereby rocking the accumulator 
frame rearwardly (clockwise as viewed from the 
right), by which movement the accumulator 
gears are brought into mesh with the racks 253. 
Disengagement is effected by rocking cam lever 
23 clockwise back to normal. The means for 
rocking cam-lever 23 will be hereinafter de 
Scribed, 

The accumulator (Figs, 5, 9 to 13) 
The accumulator construction is extremely 

simple. Mounted for free rotation on the accu 
mulator shaft 27, is a plurality of accumulator 
gears 274, one for each actuating rack 253, and 
Secured to the left side of each gear 24 is an ac 
Cumulator dial 275 which preferably carries one 
set of ten digits '0' to '9'. The digits of the 
dials are exposed one at a time thru openings in 
a dial plate 276 carried by the accumulator frame 
plates 266 and 267. Secured to the left side of 
each dial 275 is a carry pin 277 for use in effecting 
carrying or tens-transfer as will be later fully 
Set forth. These pins also determine the reset 
ting of the dials to zero position. 

Carrying mechanism. (Figs. 8 to 15) 
The carrying or tens-transfer mechanism is 

capable of turning the wheels carried to, in either 
direction, thus effecting additive or subtractive 
transfer; but as the additive transfer is normally 
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effective, we shall for the present, confine our 
selves, as far as possible to additive transfer. 
Mounted freely on the lower tie rod 270 of the 

accumulator frame is a plurality of rockers 278, 
there being one between each pair of accumulator 
dials. The front ends of the rockers 278 are of 
yoke form so as to eliminate spacers and at the 
same time give the rockers broad bearings. Piv 
oted on each rocker 278 is an upstanding, large, 
double-acting pawl, the additive carry arm of 
which is indicated at 29, and the Subtractive arm 
at 280. The pawls 279-280 and rockers 278 are 
constantly urged upwardly by springs 28 Se 
cured at their lower ends to pawls 279-280 and 
at their upper ends to a movable anchor rod 282. 

In the normal position of anchor rod 282 the 
additive carry arms 279 are urged toward their 
respective accumulator gears 274. Each arm 279 
and 280 terminates in a notched or toothed end 
adapted to engage and turn the respective gear 
24 one tooth, upon its rocker being released. 
Normally all rockers 278 are held down with 
their rear ends slightly below a rod 283. 

Each rocker 278 carries a pin 284 extending to 
the left and normally engaging under a shoulder 
285 formed on the lower end of a carry-trip pawl 
28. The several pawls 286 are pivoted on the 
intermediate tie rod 269 of the accumulator 
frame, and have noses 287 formed on their upper 
ends in the paths of movement of the carry pins 
277 of the lower denomination dials. Springs 288 
normally tend to rock trip pawls 286 clockwise as 
viewed from the right. The upper ends of springs 
288 are secured to detent pawls 289 pivoted on the 
upper tie rod 28 of the accumulator frame and 
engaging the gears 274 so as to prevent over 
rotation. 
The rear portions of rockers 278 underlying rod 

288 are curved out as at 280, and these portions 
are of different lengths so as to release the rock 
ers 278, seriatin, beginning with the one at the 
right, when rod 293 is noved to release then. 
The rod 28 is faced of on its front side so as 
to effect abrupt movements of rockers 278 when 
released. 
The rod 28 is carried by the lower ends of two 

arms 29 pivoted to the frames 266 and 267 and 
carries the front ends of two links 292 slotted at 
29 to ride on the reduced portions of collars 294 
mounted on a thru tie rod 295. Springs 298 con 
nect arm 29 and links 292 and tend constantly 
to throw the rod 283 forward to normal position. 
Secured to the rear ends of links. 292 are rocking 
abutment pieces 297, the rocking movement of 
which is limited by pins 298 mounted on the abut 
ment pieces 297 and extending into notches 299 
formed in links 292. 

Fixedly mounted on the main shaft 22 are 
plates 300 which carry rollers 30 f extending into 
the planes of abutment pieces 2.97. 

In Operation when a dial 275 completes a rota 
tion, its pin 277 rides over the nose of a respec 
tive carry-trip lever 286, rocking the same so that 
pin 24 escapes from shoulder 285, permitting the 
respective rocker 278 to rotate slightly until its 
rear end rests against the rod 283. During the for 
ward stroke of the operating handle 209 plates 
O) have been rocked forward until rollers 30 f 

stand well in front of abutment pieces 2.97. Well 
along in the rear stroke, the rollers 30 engage 
abutment pieces 29 and carry them rearwardly, 
thereby moving links 292 and consequently rod 
283 which latter releases the set rockers, seriatin. 
Each released rocker springs up carrying its pawl 
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arm. 29 or 280 far enough to rotate the next 
higher gear one tooth, effecting carrying. 
The released rockers 278 are returned to nor 

mal at the end of the return stroke by a uni 
versal bar 302 which overles them, and is nor 
nally held up sufficiently to permit carrying. 
This bar is supported by bell cranks 303 pivoted 
freely on the lower tire rod 27 O of the accumu 
lator frame. Bell cranks 303 have pivotal con 
nection to links 304 which have slots 305 in their 
rear ends thru which passes the rod 283. This 
slot connection is to give time for carrying before 
the rockersare returned. The bell cranks are 
held against immediately following rod 283 by 
Springs 306, and upward movement of the bar 302 
is limited by the right bell crank 303 engaging 
against the tie rod 289. 
At the end of the rear stroke, rollers 30 ride 

of abutment pieces 297 and permit springs 29s, 
306 to return the rods 283 and 302 to normal position. 

Subtractive carry (Figs. 8 to 15) 
In order to render the subtractive carry arms 

280 effective for carrying in Subtracting opera 
tions, it is necessary to shift the spring anchor 
rod 282 rearwardly. The means for doing this 
is constructed as follows: 
The Spring anchor rod 282 extends thru open 

ings 307 in the accumulator frame plates 266 and 
26, and has its ends supported by the upper 
ends of rock levers 308 pivoted to the outer sides 
of Said accumulator frame plates. The rock 
levers 308 carry pins 309 near their lower ends, 
which pins engage in the bifurcated upper ends 
of respective rock arms 3 to fast to the accumu 
lator frame pivot shaft 265. A spring 3 i? fast 
on the left rock arm 3 to tends constantly to 
shift the mechanism thus far described so as to 
bring the spring anchor rod 282 rearwardly to 
render subtractive arms 280 effective, but is nor 
mally prevented from doing so. 
A roller 32 is mounted on the right-hand rock 

arm 30, and normally rests in rear of a shoulder 
33 formed on a locking latch 3f4 pivoted on the 
lower tie rod 270. This latch is held in locking 
position by a spring 35 attached to a latch 314 
at one end and to an element of the total-detent 
mechanism to be later described. 
When by any of a plurality of means to be 

later described the latch 34 is rocked clockwise, 
roller 32 can escape from shoulder 33, and the 
anchor rod 282 can move to its rear position 
under impulse of spring 3 ?, thereby rocking 
arms 280 to effective position for negative or 
Subtractive carrying. 
Mounted on the right-hand pin 309 is a latch 

36 having a tail 37 which may be depressed 
by a pin 38 of the continued subtracting mech 
anism. The latch 36 is formed with a rear 
shoulder 39 which when pin 38 is in raised or 
normal position drops into the path of the ex 
tended right end of rod 283, so that as this rod 
283 is moved rearwardly it restores the rod 282 
and arms 280 and 279 to normal additive position. 

The master plate (Figs. 4 to 7, 15) 
Mounted fixedly on the main operating shaft 

22 is a master plate 320, which controls a num 
ber of different functions of the machine as will 
presently appear. This master plate is rocked 
with the main operating shaft 22, and carries 
a roller 32 for actuating the carriage clear-out 
mechanism, a roller 322 for operating the car 
riage return mechanism, a roller 323 concentric 
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2,152,820 
with roller 322 for operating the carriage-return 
releasing mechanism, a full stroke pawl 324, a 
pin 325 for effecting engaging of the accumula 
tor gears in adding operations and disengaging 
of the same in subtracting operations, and a 
wipe-pawl 326 for effecting disengaging of the 
accumulator gears in adding operations. The 
wipe-pawl 326 has other functions later set forth. 
The rollers 322 and 323 might be made as a 

single roller, but the parts operated thereby oper 
ate at different speeds, and it is therefore more 
desirable to construct them as separate pieces 
mounted on a common pin. A spring 327 is 
secured at one end to the full stroke pawl 324 
and at the other to an anchor pin carried by the 
master plate, and tends constantly to keep the 
pawl substantially radial. The master plate 320 
is formed with a shoulder 328 which engages a 
stud 329 to limit movement in the forward stroke, 
and a shoulder 330 which engages said stud 329 
to limit movement on the return stroke. 

Full stroke mechanism (Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7) 
It has been described that there is a full stroke 

pawl 324 mounted on the master plate 32. 
Mounted on the stud 329 and on studs 33 and 
332 from frame 03 is a full stroke segment 333, 
having notches or serrations 334 cut in its inner 
face, and lying in the plane of the full stroke 
pawl 324. Normally, the full stroke pawl is held 
some distance in rear of the segment 333, and 
has its end extended above the inner face of Said 
segment. 
When the forward stroke of the operating 

lever begins, the pawl engages segment 333 and 
is rocked clockwise to pass under the segment. 
As the stroke proceeds the pawl engages one after 
another of the serrations 334, and locks the 
operating mechanism against retrograde nove 
ment. At the end of the forward stroke the pawl 
enters a deep notch 335 which permits it to 
straighten under tension of its Spring 32. On 
the return stroke, the pawl is moved counter 
clockwise, and engages serrations 334 preventing 
any forward stroke until the operating mecha 
nism is returned to normal, at which time, the 
pawl escapes from the segment and assumes its 
normal position. 
operating handle shifts accumulator frame 

(Figs. 4, 5, 8, 14, 15, 18) 
It will be remembered that the pin 325 on the 

master plate 320 is rocked for shifting the ac 
cumulator frame to engage accumulator gears 
24 with actuating racks 253 in adding Opera." 
tions, and to disengage the Sane during sub 
tracting operations. It will also be remembered, 
that cam lever 273 is the means which must be 
operated to rock the accumulator frame at any 
time that it is rocked. The connections between 
these two will now be described. ... 

Secured to the cam plate 273 is a depending 
link 336 pivotally connected by a pin to an arm 
33 of a rocker pivoted on the inner end of stud 
33 of the full-stroke mechanism, which stud is 
extended inside plate 103 for this purpose. This 
rocker 337 has upper and lower arms 338 and 
339 which carry laterally extending pins 340 and 
34, respectively. 

Slidably supported on the stud 33 and tie rod 
295 is a slide bar 342 formed with upper and 
lower ears 343 and 344 which carry pivoted 
latches 345 and 346, respectively. Latch 345 may 
be considered the additive latch, and 346, the 
subtractive latch. A spring 347 tends constantly 

7 
to rotate latch 346 clockwise and latch 345 coun 
ter-clockwise. Pivoted on the right-hand end of 
a stud. 348 carried by slide 342 is a pawl 349 
formed with a shoulder 350 and normally held 
by a spring 35 in position to have its shoulder 
350 engaged by pin 325 of the master plate when 
the forward stroke is nearing completion. 
The other end of spring 35 is anchored to a 

pin 352 carried by a rock lever 353 pivoted by 
this same pin to the slide plate 342. Lever 353 
is formed with an upstanding arm 354 which 
carries a spring 355 having its other end secured 
to a tie rod 356 between frames 03 and 05. 
This spring 355 tends constantly to rotate lever 
353 about its pivot 352 clockwise as viewed from 
the right. This movement of lever 353 is limited 
by a lip 357 bent over from lever 353 and resting 
on top of slide 342. 
A rear arm of lever 353 carries a roller 358 for 

operation by wipe pawl 326 under certain circum 
stances, and a depending finger at the rear end of 
slide 342 carries a pin 359 which extends thrul 
frame fo3 into the plane of the wipe pawl 326. 
At its front end, lever 353 is formed with upper 

and lower arms 360 and 36 which carry rollers 
362 and 363, respectively. Lower arm 36 is ex 
tended forwardly and carries a pin 364 which 
extends toward the right for a purpose to be 
later set forth. 
Normally the cam lever 273 is in its upper po 

sition, and pin 362 is far enough above the addi 
tive latch 345 to permit the same to engage its 
jaw on pin 340 of rocker 337, while pin 363 
holds the subtractive latch 346 out of active 
relation with its cooperative pin 34. With the 
parts in this position, a forward stroke of the 
operating lever 209 will rock master plate 320 
until its pin 325 engages pawl 349 and carries 
slide 342 forward, carrying lever 353 forward and 
causing pin 340 to rock member 33 counter 
clockwise, thereby drawing down link 336 and cam 
lever 273 so as to rock the accumulator frame 
clockwise and effect engagement of the gears 
274 and racks 253. 
The parts are maintained in normal position 

by a roller 365 engaging the rear notch 366 
formed in the bottom of rocker 337. Roller 365 
is carried by a rock lever 367, the front arm 
being held down by a spring 368, the lower end 
of which is anchored to a stationary part of the 
machine. When the parts are moved in an ad 
ditive forward stroke as above described, roller 
365 moves into a front notch 369 and holds the 
parts in this position until moved back again 
to normal. 
Upon the return stroke of the operating lever 

209, wipe pawl 326 engages roller 358 on the 
rear of lever 353 and moves the connected SyS 
tem of parts back to normal so that latch 345 
draws rocker 337 back raising link 336 and can 
lever 273, rocking the accumulator to disengaged 
position. 
Subtracting mechanism (Figs. 4, 5, 8, 15, 14, 18) 
A yoke 370 is pivotally mounted on the front 

tie bar 3 and carries a short rod 37 which 
strengthens the yoke and acts as a pivot for Sev 
eral members about to be described. One arm of 
yoke 370 extends rearwardly beyond rod 31 
and is formed with a finger 32 overlaying pin 
364, and carries a roller 373 which is normally 
engaged by the hooked lower arm 34 of a pend 
ent latch pivoted on pin 375 to the rocker 337. 
This pendent latch is formed with a forwardly 
extending finger 376 which is normally Some lit 
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8 
tle distance above the pin 3 which is extended 
inwardly from frame 03 into the plane of finger 
36. 

It should be noted in addition, the accumulator 
is engaged at the end of the forward stroke, and 
is actuated upon the rear or return stroke. Also 
in subtraction the accumulator is thrown in be 
fore the forward stroke, actuated during the for 
ward stroke, and thrown out at the end of the 
forward stroke. It follows from this that in tak 
ing a total the accumulators are thrown in be 
fore the forward stroke, turned to Zero on the 
forward stroke, and thrown out at the end of the 
forward stroke. Likewise, in taking a sub-total, 
the accumulator is thrown in before the forward 
stroke, turned to zero during the forward stroke, 
returned to its former condition on the rear 
stroke, and thrown out toward the end of the rear 
stroke. 

It may not be out of place to mention at this 
point that one of the main objects of the inven 
tion was to construct a machine in which no 
'spacing' or idle strokes are necessary between 
operations in any desired sequence. 
When the subtractive mechanism is to be called 

into play, yoke 370 is rocked clockwise as viewed 
from the right, so that finger 32 presses down 
pin 364, rocking lever 353 anticlockwise, where 
upon roller 362 moves additive latch 345 to in 
effective position, and roller 63 moves down per 
mitting spring 347 to rock subtractive latch 346 
into engagement with pin 34 which has con 
comitantly been moved rearward. 
At the same time roller 3T3 carries down pend 

ent latch 34 which rocks rocker 33 until 
roller 365 stands in notch 369, and link 336 draws 
cam lever 273 down to throw the accumulator into 
mesh. As this movement progresses, the finger 
36 strikes pin 377 and unlatches hook 34 from 
roller 373. (The means for maintaining yoke 
STO in rocked position will be described later on.) 
The operating lever 209 is now given a forward 
stroke with resulting movement of parts as de 
scribed under the preceding heading, but as latch 
345 is now ineffective and latch 36 is effective, 
rocker 337 is moved in a reverse direction, disen 
gaging the accumulators toward the end of the 
forward stroke. While the time of actuation of 
the accumulators has thus been changed from the 
return stroke to the forward stroke, carrying, 
whether additive or subtractive always occurs at 
the same point in the cycle. On the return stroke 
spring 355 returns the associated parts to normal 
additive condition so that the wipe pawl 326 
passes pin 358 without touching it. 

Subtracting key (Figs. 8, 14, 15) 
The subtracting key button is indicated at 378 

and is mounted on the upper end of a stem 39 
pivotally mounted on the front end of the sub 
tracting key-lever 380 which is pivoted on the 
rod 09. The stem 39 has its movement rear 
ward limited by a pin 38 engaging a notch 882 
cut in the upper edge of lever 380. Lever 380 is 
held up by a spring ff2. 
The shank 379 of key 378 is formed with a 

shoulder 383 which, when the key is depressed, 
may be moved rearwardly under a rib 38 se 
cured to the guide plate 5. When thus locked 
down it forms part of the mechanism for divi 
sion or repeated subtraction. 
The subtraction key lever 380 carries a pin 
85 which extends into a slot in the lower end of 
a link 86 depending from the pin 38 carried 
by yoke 870 of the subtracting mechanism. Also 
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mounted on the pin 38 is a pendent latch 38 
which is constantly under the tension of a 
Spring 388. 
When the subtraction key is depressed, the pin 

385 carries down link 386 and therewith the pin 
38, rocking yoke 370 with results as hereinbe 
fore described. Also latch 387 is carried down 
and hooks onto a pin 389 of the total key lever 
390 thereby locking the yoke 370 in rocked posi 
tion and locking the total key against depression. 
As the operation progresses, the latch 387 is 

released by the following: 
Rigidly secured to the operating shaft 22 so 

as to rock therewith is finger 390, and adjacent 
thereto is a rock arm 39 freely pivoted on shaft 
22 and formed with a laterally bent ear 392. 
Pivotally connected to the free end of arm 39 
is the rear end of a link 393 near the front end of 
which is formed a slot 394 embracing pin 395 
projecting from an arm 396 depending from the 
hub of the right-hand member 30. Link 393 
is formed with a shoulder 397 which normally 
stands in rear of a pin 398 on the pendent latch 
38. 
Upon the forward stroke of the operating lever 

and near the end of such stroke the finger 30 
contacts ear 392, rocking arm 39 and pushes 
link 393 forwardly until shoulder 397 strikes pin 
398 and unhooks latch 387 from pin 389 where 
upon latch 387 and connected parts return to 
normal under impulse of spring 388. 

Pivotally mounted by a pin and slot connec 
tion, to link 393 is a latch 399 formed with an 
ear 400 which is normally held in contact with 
the lower edge link 393 by a spring 40. The 
hooked rear end of this latch normally stands in 
rear of pin 395 so that if the subtracting key is 
depressed and released, this latch 399 will re 
turn the carry spring bar 282 to additive position 
upon the forward stroke of the operating lever. 
When, however, the subtract key is depressed 

and locked down for division or repeated Sub 
traction the pin 385 of the subtract key lever will 
depress and hold latch 399 in ineffective position 
and bar 282 will remain in subtractive position 
until the subtract key is released. 

It will be remembered that depression of the 
subtract key rocks lever 353, and if the sub 
tract key is locked down, then lever 353 will be 
held rocked in which condition, pin 358 cannot 
be operated by pawl 326. However in division or 
repeated subtraction, when slide 342 is moved 
forward the pin 359 thereof will be brought into 
the path of pawl 326 and operated thereby on 
return strokes to move slide 342 and connected 
parts rearwardly to normal position, latch 353 
remaining rocked until release of the subtract 
key. 

The total key (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 8, 14, 15, 18) 
The total key button 402 is mounted on the 

total key lever 390 which is pivoted on rod 09 
and held up by a spring 2. The lever 390 car 
ries the pin 389 which extends over a hook 
formed on the lower end of a latch 403 depending 
from pin 37 of yoke 370. 
The slot in 386 embracing pin 385 is pro 

vided so that the total key and Subtract key may 
rock the yoke 370 without depressing each other. 
When the total key 402 is depressed, pin 389 
draws down latch 403 rocking yoke 370 to throw 
in the accumulator. It is to be noted, that the 
total key depression does not effect locking of 
yoke 370 in moved position. Consequently, if 
the total key is not held down, the yoke will re 
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turn to normal but leaving the accumulators en 
gaged. 
From this construction, it follows that if a 

total is to be taken, the total key must be held 
down. So that subtractive link 346 is held engaged 
with pin 34 to throw the accumulator out at the 
end of the forward stroke. If a Subtotal is to 
be taken, the key is depressed and released before 
beginning the forward stroke whereby the ac 
curmulator is held in mesh during the forward 
stroke and a great part of the return stroke. 
Total detents (Figs. 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, ii, 12, i3, 14, 15, 

18, 19) 
Pivotally mounted on the rod 269 are a plu 

rality of total detents, one for each dial 275 and 
formed with hooks 404 adapted to be rocked into 
the paths of the carry pins 277. Each detent has 
a forwardly extending finger 405, and thru all of 
these passes a rod 406 so that all of the detents 
are held together to move as a unit. The right 
hand finger 405 normally rests slightly below a 
stop finger 407 which limits the rocking of the 
detents, and rests on the horizontal arm of a 
bel crank 408 the vertical arm of which rests 
against a shoulder 409 On a reciprocatory bar 
40 normally drawn to the left by a spring 4. 
A shoulder 42 of member 40 rests against an 
upright arm of a bell crank 43, the horizontai 
arm of which pivotally supports a depending link 
44, the lower end of which is pivoted to the total 
key lever 390 at 45. 
When the total key is depressed it draws down 

link 44 rocking bell crank 43 to draw member 
40 to the right, thereby rocking bell crank 408 
and the total detents so that the hooks 404 of the 
latter are brought into the paths of the pins 277 
to stop the dials at Zero position, 
To lock the slide 4 0 in moved position for tak 

ing a sub-total, a lever 46 is pivoted to frame 
03 and is formed with a finger 47 for limiting 

rocking movement of lever 46 by contacting 
frame 03. A spring 48 normally holds the 
finger 47 against frame to3. A pin 49 projects 
downwardly from slide 40 in position to be 
engaged by a curved finger 420 of lever 
46 when the accumulator is in mesh (slide 40 
being carried by the accumulator frame), and 
the slide moved to the right. When the total 
key 402 is depressed the pin 49 is locked by 
finger 420 and is so held until the accumulator 
is rocked Out of mesh when pin 49 is thereby 
moved out of engagement with finger 420 and 
the slide 40 returns to normal under influence 
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of spring 4 f. 
Non-add key (Figs. 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13, 14, 15) 
Non-add is effected by rendering the accumu 

lator frame shifting devices ineffective. To this 
end there is provided a non-add key button 42 
mounted on a key lever 422 pivoted on rod 09, 
and held up by a spring 2. The key lever 422 
Carries a pin 423 which extends into the bifurcated 
front end of a lever 424 pivoted to the main 
frame 04 and having its rear end pivoted to the 
upper end of a short link 425, the lower end of 
which is pivoted to an arm 426 fast on the non 
add shaft 427 having bearings in frames. 03 and 
04. 
Near its right-hand end, shaft 427 carries an 

arm 428, the end of which carries a pin 429 ex 
tending into a slot formed in the lower end of a 
lever 430 pivoted on the inner part of stud 33, 
and having its upper end formed as a curved 
finger 43 extending over pin 432 extending left 
ward from the additive pawl 345. 

9 
Upon depression of the non-add key 42, pin 

423 rocks lever 424, pulling up link 425, thereby 
rocking arm 426, shaft 427 and arm 428 clock 
wise, as viewed from the left. This rocks lever 
430 until finger 43 depresses pin 432 moving ad 
ditive latch 345 to ineffective position. Opera 
tion of the operating mechanism will now not 
effect throwing of the accumulator frame. 

If the subtract key is depressed prior to the de 
pression of the non-add key, it will have swung 
lever 337 until the extended end of pin 34 is in 
close proximity to the lower end of lever 430; and 
the rocking of lever 430 by the non-add key will 
move pin 34, and consequently lever 337 to ac 
cumulator-disengaging position. During this 
movement pin 34 is forced out of engagement 
from subtractive pawl 346. 

It may be well at this point to note that lever 
33 consists of two plates between which pawls 
35 and 346 are guided, and that only the right 
hand plate of this lever has a forwardly extending 
arm, and lower notched portion. 
Clearing the differential carriage (Figs. 4, 6, 7, 8, 

9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18) 
A rock shaft 433 is mounted in bearings in the 

frames fo3 and 04 and carries arms 434 fast on 
shaft 433 and carrying a bar or rod 435 for re 
turning the differential stop bars 160 to normal 
position. A spring 436 colled on shaft 433 and 
anchored at opposite ends to frame 03 and one 
of the arms 434 tends constantly to throw bar 
435 rearward, such movement being limited by a 
finger 43 fast on shaft 433 engaging under a 
thru tie bar 438. 

Secured to shaft 433 outside of frame 03 is an 
arm 439 which carries a forwardly extending draw 
bar 440 formed with a shoulder 44. A spring 
442 normally holds draw bar 440 up with its front 
end in contact with stud 329. The front end of 
draw bar 440 is guided between an extension of 
the full-stroke segment 333 and a plate 443 sup 
ported by stud 329 and a lower stud 444. 
Upon the forward stroke of operating lever 209, 

the roller 32 of master plate 320 is moved in 
rear of shoulder 44 of the draw bar 440. During 
the return stroke, roller 32 pulls draw bar 440 
forward, rocking arm 439, shaft 433 and arms 434, 
thereby causing rod 435 to return the differential 
stop bars 60 to home or normal position. As 
this return stroke progresses, the roller 32 rides 
off shoulder 44, permitting the draw bar 440 
and connected parts to return to normal under 
impulse of the spring 436. 
Immediately thereafter, the carriage is auto 

matically returned by means now to be described. 
Automatic carriage return (Figs. 4, 6, 7, 8, 15) 
It will be remembered, that the detent escape 

ment rack 59 is secured to the carriage frame. 
Pivoted loosely to this rack is a link 445 the other 
end of which is pivotally connected to the end of 
a rearwardly extending arm 446 of a bell crank 
pivoted at 447 to the tie bar 9. The other arm 
448 of this bell crank has its right-hand end piv 
oted loosely at 449 to a bent-over ear 450 of a 
pusher bar 45. The loose connections at pivots 
of link 445 and at 449 permit the limited amount 
of arcuate movement necessary. 
The pusher bar 45 extends rearwardly at the 

right-hand side of the machine and is formed 
near its rear end with a shoulder 452 adapted to 
be engaged on the return stroke by the roller 322 
on the master plate, and returned forward there 
by so as to operate the connected parts to return 
the carriage to normal. Pusher bar 45 is held 
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up by a pin 453 extending over the top of a mem 
ber 454. Also bar 45 carries a roller 55 near 
its rear end. Member 454 is held up by a Spring 
456 anchored to pin 377 outside frame 03. A re 
lease member 457 pivoted on stud 329, is formed 
with a cam lug 458 near its rear end, and rests on 
roller 455. This member 457 is formed with a 
stop finger 459 which coacts with stud 444 to 
limit movement of parts 45, 454 and 457 by 
spring 56. 
As the pusher bar 45 t is returned by roller 322 

it is moved until roller 323 engages cam lug 58, 
at which time roller 455 is under the rear end of 
release member 457. As roller 422 depresses the 
can lug 458, this causes the release member to 
press down on roller 455 thereby freeing the 
pusher bar from roller 422 at which time the car 
riage is fully returned and is then held by the 
escapement mechanism hereinbefore described. 

Repeat key (Figs. 4, 6, 7, 8, 15) 

The repeat key mechanism is constructed and 
mounted substantially the same as the Subtrac 
tion key. Thus there is a repeat key button 460, 
rockable shank 46, locking shoulder 462 and limit 
pin 468 working in a notch 464 in the repeat key 
lever 4BS pivoted on a shouldered screw which 
passes into and supports rod 09 and held up by 
spring 2. The lever 454 is formed with an up 
standing lug 466 which is bent so as to be posi 
tioned under the repeat key lever 465. 
When the repeat key is depressed, its lever 465 

depresses lug 466 thereby rocking release lever 
S4 down so its lug or lip 6 moves the front end 

of member 440 down out of cooperative relation 
With roller 32 for effecting return of the differ 
ential stop bars 60. Pin 453 of carriage return 
bar 4S follows member 454 down, carrying 
shoulder 452 out of the path of roller 322, and 
release lever 457 follows roller 455 until lug 458 
is out of the path of roller 323. Thus it will be 
seen that depression of the repeat key renders 
ineffective the carriage clearOut and automatic 
carriage return mechanisms. 
The type segments (Figs. 4, 5, 8 to 13, 18, 20) 
Each actuator 237 is extended rearwardly and 

downwardly into a carrier 468 to which a type 
segment 469 is pivoted. The type segment 469 
carries a pin 470 extending thru a slot 47 in its 
carrier 468. A spring 42 normally moves the 
type segment 469 so that its pin 470 stands in the 
front end of slot 47. Each type segment is pref 
erably formed with typefaces 473 for printing the 
ten digits; and each carrier is provided with teeth 
474 with which an aligning bar 475 coacts. 
The aligning bar 475 is carried by a pair of arms 

476 loosely pivoted to the intermediate frames 
05 and 06, and is drawn into the teeth 474 by a 

pair of hooked arms 477 freely pivoted on the tie 
rod 295. Each of the arms 477 is pivotally con 
nected to the lower end of a respective link 478, 
the upper ends of which are pivoted on the rear 
ends of rock levers 479 freely pivoted on an axis 
member 80 supported by intermediate frames 
OS and 06. The forward depending arms of 

levers 479 are secured together and spaced apart 
by two rods 48 and 482, so that members 479, 
48 and 482 form a rigid rocking frame. Secured 
to the main shaft 22 are two identical cams 
483, which, during forward movement of the op 
erating lever 209, contact rod 482 and rock the 
levers 479 to effect movement of members 477 to 
cam in the aligning rod 475. 

2,132,320 
Hammer mechanism (Figs. 9 to 13 and 20) 
The type segments 69 are driven to print by 

individual haminers 484 pivoted on a rod 485 Sup 
ported by frames 05 and 06. 
Each hammer is formed with a contact face 486 

for delivering a blow against the back of its type 
segment, a notch 48 for receiving the bent down 
rear edge of a universal restraining plate 488, a 
square pin 489, and a spring eye 490. Normally, 
each hammer is held by a latch 49 having a hook 
492 engaging pin 489, and also by a universal re 
turn bar 493 carried by a pair of rock arms 49 
free on rod 485. Each of the rock arms 494 has 
its hub pinned or otherwise rigidly secured to a 
respective downwardly extending rock arm 95, 
and the lower end of each arm 495 is pivotally 
connected to the rear end of a respective curved 
link 496, the front ends of links 496 being pivotally 
connected to the bar or rod 482 of the rocking 
frame already described. 
Each latch 49 is formed with a depending fin 

ger having a bent over ear 49 which normally 
stands in rear of shoulder 498 of a respective re 
leasing dog 499, all of the dogs 499 being pivoted 
on the rod 480. Each dog 499 is provided with 
a pin 500 which normally rests against the re 
spective actuator 237 and is held depressed 
thereby so as to hold shoulder 498 clear of the 
bent over ear 49 of the respective latch 49. 
Springs 50 hold the releasing dogs 499 with their 
pins 500 in contact with the actuators, and are 
anchored to a rod 502 carried by a pair of arms 
503 loose on rod 504, the springs holding these 
arms with their upward extensions in contact 
with hubs or collars on the rod 40. 
The universal restraining plate 488 has its ends 

bent into arms 505 pivoted to the frame mem 
bers 05 and 6. The left-hand arm 505 is 
extended forwardly and is pivotally connected 
to the upper end of a depending pull bar 506 
which is normally held up by a spring 507. The 
spring 507 also tends to swing the lower end of 
pull bar 506 forward, so that a pin 508 on the 
bar 506 rests upon the rear face of a rocker 
509 of the non-print mechanism. In normal 
condition, the bent over lower end 50 of the bar 
506 is in the path of movement of the extended. 
end of a pin 5 carried by the left-hand mem 
ber 300 and operable by the main operating shaft. 
When a number has been set up in the machine, 

and the operating lever 209 is drawn forward, 
certain of the actuators will move so as to permit 
the respective releasing dogs 499 to rotate. This 
rotation will cause disengagement of the respec 
tive retaining latches 49 from their pins 89. 
At the same time, links 496 and arms 495 and 
494 will be moved to retract the universal return 
bar from in rear of the hammers and pin 5 
will be rotated until, near the end of the forward 
stroke, it engages the lower end of the pull bar 
506 and depresses the same, thereby disengaging 
the universal restraining plate 488 from all of the 
hammers so that those not still locked by latches 
49 may spring rearwardly and effect printing. 
The distance which the releasing members 499 
may move when free, is limited by the abutment 
of the front ends thereof against collars or hubs 
on rod 504. As bar 48 is moved forward on 
the forward stroke, power is stored in hammer 
operating Springs 52 so as to cause the ham 
mers to deliver a smart printing blow. During 
the return stroke, these springs return the bar 
48 and connected parts to normal. It will be 
noted that the universal return bar 493 is con 
siderably farther from pivot 485 than the attach 
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ment of the springs 52 to the hammers 484, so 
that the springs 52 not only drive the hammers 
to print, but also return the hammers to normal 
after printing. However, if desired, additional 
springs could be used to assist in this return 
movement. 

Automatic aero printing (Figs. 9, 13, 20) 
It is, of course, necessary that means be pro 

vided for effecting printing of zeroes to the right 
of the significant digits, and for this purpose, 
each of the latches except that of the lowest 
order is formed with a finger 513 which is bent 
to the right into the plane of the latch 49 of 
next lower order. It will therefore...be seen that 
if any latch 49 is tripped its finger 53 will trip 
the latch of next lower Order and SO on to the 
right, whereby zeroes will be printed to the right 
of any significant digit printed if no significant 
digit is set up in that order. 

The non print key (Figs. 11, 12, 20) 
Means are provided for preventing printing 

when only the accumulator actuation is desired. 
For this purpose, there is provided a non-print 
key 54 secured to a key-lever 55 pivoted on rod 
09 and held up by a spring 2. The key-lever 
55 is formed with a depending finger 56 which 
is pivotally secured by a pin 57 to the lower arm 
of a rock lever 58 also pivoted on rod 09, and 
the upper arm of lever 58 is bifurcated and em 
braces a pin 59 carried by the rocker 509. 
When the non-print key 54 is depressed, lever 

55 rocks ever 58 to move pin 57 upwardly 
thereby rocking the rocker 509 SO that it presses 
pin 509 rearwardly until the bent over lower end 
of pull bar 506 is out of the path of pin 5 and 
consequently no printing will be done for the 
universal bar 488 will prevent hammer move 
ment. W 

Universal actuator return bar (Figs. 5, 11, 12, 20) 
It is necessary that means be provided for re 

turning the actuators to normal position after 
each excursion, and for this purpose, there is 
provided a universal return bar 40 passing under 
the front ends of all of the actuators 237, and 
carried by a pair of rock plates 52 pivoted on 
rod 238, and braced by a tie rod 522. The upper 
end of a respective link 523 is pivoted to each of 
the respective rock plates 52, the lower end of 
each link 523 being pivoted to the front end of a 
respective cam plate 524. The cam plates 524 
are fast to a rock Shaft 525 having its bearings 
in the intermediate frames 05 and f(06. The 
lower faces of the cam plates 524 ride On the 
rollers 526 carried between the plates 300 and 
arms secured to the main operating shaft 22. 
During the forward stroke of the Operating 

lever, rollers 526 are moved to permit the plates 
524 to move downwardly, thereby permitting 
plates 52 to rock the universal bar 520 down to 
permit the actuators to make their required ex 
cursions. During the return Stroke of the op 
erating lever, the rollers 526 return the cam 
plates 524 to normal with a consequent upward 
rocking of the universal return bar 520 which re 
turns all displaced actuators to normal. 
Fotal key releases all of the actuators (Figs. 6, 7, 

13, 14, 15, 18) 
It will be remembered that when the carriage 

is in normal or home position, a bar 255 stands 
under all of the stop bars 242, so that the actua 
tors cannot move down if an idle stroke of the 

11. 
operating handle is made. When a total or a sub 
total is taken, it is necessary to SWing this bar 
back out of the path of the members 242, and for 
this purpose the following means is devised. 
The bar 255 is held in normal position by a 

spring pressed rod 26 as hereinbefore described, 
and the right-hand end of this rod is bent down 
at 52 and stands in rear of a spring pressed 
pawl or pusher 528 pivoted to the bottom of a 
foot 529 bent over from a depending leg 530 of 
the total key-lever 390. 
When the total key 402 is depressed, it rocks 

lever 390, thereby moving pawl 528 rearwardly 
against element 527 rocking rod 26 and thereby 
moving plate 255 rearwardly to ineffective posi 
tion. Upon the ensuing operation of the operat 
ing lever, all of the actuators may move down 
under control of the accumulators and total 
detent mechanism as already described. 

However, when a sub-total is taken, the total 
key is depressed and immediately released, and 
therefore there is provided a spring-pressed latch 
53 pivoted on an ear bent out from the carriage 
frame, and normally resting against the element 
52. When the total key is depressed, and the 
element 52 is swung back, it is caught and held 
in this position by the latch 53, until near the 
end of the return stroke of the ensuing operation 
of the operating lever. It is to be remembered 
that the carriage return mechanism draws the 
carriage some little distance to the right of home 
position before releasing the carriage, and this 
is taken advantage of to release 527 from latch 
53. While the carriage has not moved from nor 
mal position during the total taking operation, 
the carriage return mechanism is operated near 
the end of the return stroke, drawing the carriage 
slightly to the right, thereby striking the tail of 
pawl 53 against the right side frame 03 and 
rocking it to release element 527 which springs 
back to normal position. As the carriage is re 
leased and drops back to home position, the latch 

again comes into contact with the element 

Sign printing (Figs. 14, 18, 20, 21, 22) 
It is desirable to print signs to indicate total, 

Sub-total, Subtraction, division (continued sub 
traction) and non-add operations. For this pur 
pose, there -is provided a sign type-carrier 532 
Which carries a sign type segment 533 provided 
With five sign type. It will be noted that that 
portion of the segment 533 which is in alignment 
with the Zeroes of the number printing segments 
has no type face, as the sign printing is not con 
trolled from the numeral printing segments (as 
by an automatic Zero device), and its hammer is 
only released when segment 533 moves up one 
or more Steps. The hammer mechanism for the 
sign printing segment 533 is identical with that 
for the number printing segments except that 
there is no control from the automatic zero mech 
anism, and this mechanism will not be further 
described. 
The signs are arranged. On the segment 533 

With the Sub-total sign 534 in line with the '1' 
type of the numeral print-segments, the total 
sign 535 in line with the '2' type, the subtrac 
tion sign 536 in line with the '3' type, the divi 
sion sign 537 in line with the '4' type, and the 
non-add sign 538 in line with the '5' type. 
From this it Will be seen that the carrier 532 and 
segment 533 must be moved one step for printing 
...the Sub-total sign, two steps for printing the total 
sign, three for subtraction, four for division and 
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12 
five for non-add, and the means for this purpose 
will now be set forth. 
The front end of carrier 532 is cut off, as it car 

ries no actuating rack, and at this front end is 
pivoted a depending link 539 similar to the stop 
bars 242, and provided with springs 244. The 
member 59, is however, formed with a shoulder 
540 extending rearwardly into the plane of a dif 
ferential stop segment 5, and in normal condil 
tion of the machine is prevented from following 
tie bar 522 by the uppermost or longest stop 
shoulder of this segment. 
The segment 54 is plvoted to the rear side of 

bar 29 and is constantly under tension of a 
spring 542 which tends to rotate segment 54 
counter-clockwise as viewed from the rear such 
movement being limited to the position shown in 
Fig. 21 by reason of the connected linkage about 
to be described 

Secured to the segment 54 is the lower end of 
a link 543, the upper end of which is pivotally 
secured to a rocker 544 pivoted to frame iOS out 
side of the right hand plate 249. The front end 
of rocker 544 is pivotally connected to a depend 
ing link 5.5 the lower end of which is connected 
to a rocker 54 fast on the sign shaft 547. Nor 
mally an upper finger 58 contacts the top of bar 
239 thereby limiting movement of segment 541 
by spring 542. The rocking of the shaft 54 by 
the various keys which control sign printing 
shifts the segment 5 so as to bring a respective 
shoulder 549 into the path of movement of the 
shoulder 540. 

It will be remembered that when the total key 
402 is depressed it causes arm 370 to rotate clock 
wise as viewed from the right, depressing pin 
64. Pin 364 extends over the front arm of a 

bell-crank 56 and when pin 364 is pressed down 
by depression of the total key this pin rocks the 
bell-crank 56, said bell-crank being secured to 
the sign-shaft 57. Consequently the sign shaft 
is also rocked, and, if the total key is held de 
pressed, the shaft 547 is rocked far enough to 
bring its second shoulder 549 into active position 
So that the sign-segment may move two steps so 
as to effect printing of the total sign. If, how 
ever, the total key is depressed and released, for 
taking a sub-total, pin 64 is permitted to rise so 
that the bell-crank 5.5 can return one step of . 
movement, this distance being determined by the 
engagement of a roller 55 with a shoulder 552 
on a spring-pressed rocker 553 pivoted on rod 
fo9. The upper end of rocker 553 carries a pin 
554 which extends into the plane of member 337, 
and is returned to normal ineffective position 
nearby. With the pin 55 resting against shoul 
der 52, the first shoulder 549 is effective and the 
sub-total sign will be printed. 
When the subtracting key 38 is depressed and 

locked in depressed position, it moves the arm 
87 and consequently pin 364 and bell-crank 5.5 
a considerably greater distance than depression 
of the total key. With the subtracting key locked 
down the sign shaft 5 will have been rocked 
so as to bring the fourth stop 549 into effective 
position, so that the division sign will be printed. 
If, however, the subtract key is depresse and 
then released the parts are allowed to move back 
slightly thereby rendering the third stop 549 
effective so that the subtraction sign will be 
printed. 

It will be remembered that when the non-add 
key is depressed, it effects rocking of the shaft 
2.T. Secured to this shaft is an arm 555 which 

carries a pin 556 passing thru a slot in the front 

2,152,820 
end of a link 5.57, the rear end of which is pivot 
ally secured to an arm 558 fast on the sign shaft 
5. The pin and slot connection at 556 is to 
permit rocking of the sign shaft without rocking 
the non-add shaft. 
When the non-add key is depressed, the link 

age just described effects rocking of the sign shaft 
547 until a lower finger 559 of rocker 546 contacts 
bar 239, at which time the lowest shoulder 549 
is effective and in the ensuing operation of the 
machine, the non-add sign will be printed. 

Paper carriage (Figs. 4, 23, 24) 
The paper carriage includes right and left side 

frames 560 and 56 which have notches 562 and 
563 for engaging tie rods 564 and 565, 565 being a 
thru tie rod and the two tie rods 564 passing from 
respective outer frames to respective intermediate 
frames. Latches 566 pivoted on frames 56 and 
56 coact with notches 562 to lock the carriage 
to the tie rods, but may be manually moved 
rearwardly so that the carriage may be readily 
removed from the machine. Tie rods 567 and 56 
and a paper guide 569 rigidly secure the frames 
560 and 56 together as a unit. A roll of paper 
570 is supported by a rod 57 having a thumb 
nut 572 for unscrewing the same from the frames. 
A paper-pan or curved guide 53 is secured to 

tie rod 56 and curves around the platen 57 
in close proximity thereto so as to guide the 
paper between the platen 574 and a presser roll 
575. The platen is supported on a rod 576 having 
bearings in the carriage frames 560 and 56, 
said rod 56 being provided with the usual thumb 
knobs 577. The presser roll 575 is mounted on a 
rod 58 carried by a pair of rock levers 579 
pivoted loosely on the tie rod 567 and having 
their rear ends connected by a rod 580. Springs 
58 secured to depending ears of levers 579 and 
anchored to tie rod 568 press roller 575 toward the 
platen. By pressing forwardly on rod 580 the 
presser roller may be moved away from the 
platen against the tension of springs 58. 
The upper edge of paper guide 569 is serrated 

to form a paper cutter, and the body of guide 
569 is formed with an opening 582 thru which 
the type print. 

Paper feed mechanism (Figs. 11, 12, 23, 24) 
Secured to the platen shaft 576 is a paper feed 

ratchet wheel 583 normally engaged by a detent 
roller 584 carried between a pair of bell-cranks 
585 pivoted on tie rod 567 and urged to force 
roller 584 against ratchet wheel 583 by a spring 
56. Pivoted on the inner face of the left side 
frame 56 is a rock lever 57 which carries a 
roller 588 at its lower end and a pivoted ratchet 
pawl 589 at its upper end. A spring 590 tends 
constantly to rock the lever 587 with its shoulder 
59 contacting a collar on tie rod 567. With the 
lever in this position, the pawl 589 is retracted 
rearwardly, and if the lever 587 is then rocked 
forwardly, the pawl will carry the ratchet wheel 
with it thus Spacing the paper. 
The roller 588 of lever 587 presses against the 

rear end of a slide bar 592 formed with slots 
by which it is slidably supported on tie rod, 565, 
and rod 45, with its front end in the path of pin 
5. During the forward stroke of the operating 
lever, pin 5 moves forward permitting slide 
bar 592 to follow under impulse of the lever 57 
from spring 590, thereby retracting pawl 589. 
On the return stroke, the pin 5 forces slide 
bar 592 rearwardly, thereby rocking lever 57 
and forcing pawl 589 forward to effect paper feed. 
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A plate 593 is loosely pivoted on the platen 

shaft 576 and is pressed toward frame 56 by a 
spring 594. This plate is formed with a finger 
piece 595 by which it may be rotated to any one 
of four positions. With the finger-piece 595 in 
its foremost position, the paper will be fed a 
double space at each operation of the machine. 
By moving the finger piece to the rear one Space, 
the paper will be fed only One Space at each 
operation. By moving the finger-piece to the 
rear another step there will be no automatic 
paper feed, and by throwing the fingerpiece to 
rearmost position, there will be no paper feed and 
the detent roller 584 will be rendered ineffective 
so that the platen may be turned freely by hand 
any desired amount. 
The plate 593 is formed with a cam lug 596 

which coacts with a pin 597 on pawl 589 to hold 
the pawl ineffective during a portion or all of 
its travel when single spacing or non-spacing 
is desired, and is also formed with a cam lug 
598 which is adapted to engage the extended end 
of the pin of the detent roller when the finger 
piece is in rearmost position, thereby rendering 
the detent ineffective. The plate 593 is held 
in its several positions by the rounded head of a 
pin 597 in frame 56 engaging in respective in 
dentations 599 in the lefthand face of the plate 
593. 
Bichrome ribbon mechanism (Figs. 20 and 22) 
Between the platen and the printing type seg 

ments is a bichrome ribbon 600, the upper part 
of which is preferably black (or some dark color), 
and the lower portion of which is red. When 
printing numbers which are being added, print 
ing is done from the upper portion of the ribbon 
which is normally at the printing line, and When 
printing totals, subtotals, amounts subtracted, 
repeated subtraction, or numbers printed but not 
added, printing is done from the lower portion 
of the ribbon. It will be noted that in all cases 
where the numbers are to be printed from the 
lower portion of the ribbon, the sign printing seg 
ment 533 is moved to print a sign. This is taken 
advantage of to control shifting of the ribbon 
from One position to the other. 

Projecting from the sign printing carrier 532 
toward the right is a pin 60 which normally 
rests on the right-hand one of a pair of ribbon 
vibrating arms 602 pivoted on shaft 238 and hav 
ing their rear portions secured together by a tie 
bar 603. These arms 602 have upwardly extend 
ing ribbon carrying fingers 604, and are urged 
in a counter-clockwise direction (as viewed from 
the right), by springs 605. Forwardly extending 
ears 606 rest above bar 522, the latter serving to 
return the ribbon vibrator to normal at the end 
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of any sign-printing operation. The vibrator is 
held in normal position during adding operations 
by the pin 60 from the sign printing carrier 532. 
Upward movement of the vibrator is limited by 
a pin 607 contacting the bar 608 which is slotted 
to guide the levers 602 and the spring ears of 
the several actuators and the sign carrier. 

It will therefore be seen that the ribbon is nor 
mally held to print from the upper portion there 
of, and that whenever there is an operation in 
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volving movement of the sign printing segment, 
533 the ribbon is vibrated to position to print 
from the lower portion of the ribbon. 
Ribbon feed and reverse mechanism (Figs. 11, 

12, and 22) 
Means is provided for feeding the ribbon trans 

3 
versely and for automatically reversing the 
direction of feed when the ribboni on either spool 
nears exhaustion. 
The ribbon is wound upon two spools 609 which 

are provided with depending shouldered pins 60 
which extend into apertures in disks 6 secured 
to ribbon-feed shafts 62 supported in brackets 
and pressed downwardly by Springs 63. Secured 
to the lower ends of the shafts 62 are beveled 
gears 64 which are adapted to be engaged by 
respective beveled gears 65 fast on a ribbon drive 
shaft 6f 6 slidably mounted in bearings in the 
frames 105 and 06 and limited as to sliding 
movement by collars or other Suitable means. 
Only One of the gears 65 may be in engagement 
with its gear 64 at a time, so that one or the 
other of the shafts 62 may be actuated to feed 
the ribbon 600 and the other is free to permit 
unwinding of the ribbon from its spool. The 
shaft 66 is shiftable longitudinally by means to 
be presently set forth, and is held in either posi 
tion by the rounded lower end of the left-hand 
shaft 62 entering one or the other of the two 
grooves 6 cut in the extending portion of shaft 
66. The Spring 63 on this shaft permits such 
movement, and the Spring 63 on the right-hand 
shaft 62 presses the lower end of the same into 
engagement with the shaft 66 so as to fric 
tionally prevent retrograde movement of shaft 
66 upon return of its actuating pawl now to be 
described. 
Secured to shaft 66 is a ratchet wheel 68 

Which is adapted to be engaged and driven by 
a ratchet pawl 6 f9 during the return stroke of 
the Operating handle. The pawl 69 is broad 
enough to engage the wheel 68 in both positions 
of shaft 66 and is pivoted to member 592 with 
which it moves. It is Spring pressed upwardly by 
a spring 620. It will therefore be seen that at 
each reciprocation of the bar 592, pawl 69 will 
effect turning of the shaft 66 and consequent 
feeding of the ribbon in one direction or the 
other according to which of the gears 65 is 
engaged. 

Rotatably mounted in brackets in the frames 
05 and 06 are ribbon reversing rods 62 each 

of which carries a ribbon follower 622 rigidly 
Secured to its upper end and pressing against 
the ribbon on a respective spool. 609. Each rod 
62 has its lower end bent laterally, then down 
Wardly and then laterally. At the first lateral 
bend a Spring 623 is attached which constantly 
tends to rotate the respective rod to press its 
follower against the ribbon. The gears 65 have 
their inner ends formed with beveled faces 624. 
As the ribbon is unwound from a spool, its 

follower 622 gradually moves in under influence 
of its spring 623 until the lower end of its rod 62 
is moved into coaction with the beveled face. 624 
of its respective gear. Further turning of the 
shaft 66 causes this face to ride against the 
lower end of the respective rod 62 thereby forc 
ing the gear and shaft axially until this gear 
engages its gear 64 and the shaft has moved 
the other gear 65 out of mesh. The ribbon is 
now fed onto the empty (or nearly empty) spool 
until the other nears exhaustion, when the other 
rod 62 becomes effective to shift back again. 

. In this manner the ribbon is automatically re 
versed. 
One other point needs to be explained, and 

that is, that when division is to be done, it is 
necessary to lock down the repeat key as well as 
the subtraction key. The reason for this is that 
the differential stop carriage must not be auto 
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14 
matically returned until the operation is con 
pleted, and the repeat key renders the carriage 
return mechanism ineffective as already de 
scribed. Also for multiplication, the repeat key 
alone is locked down. 
While I have described what I consider the 

most desirable embodiment of my invention, I 
do not limit myself to the precise details, nor to 
anything less than the whole of my invention as 
hereinbefore described. 

I claim: 
1. In a machine of the class described, the 

combination with an accumulator and actuators 
therefor, of a transversely movable carriage, a 
plurality of differential stop bars slidably mount 
ed on said carriage and each formed with a plu 
rality of stepped actuator stopping shoulders, a 
plurality of digit keys, and means settable by said 
digit keys for effecting movement of said stop bars 
to positions representing numbers for controlling 
said actuators comprising a set of key levers, 
transversely slidable bars controlled thereby, a 
slidable rack member Controlled by said slide 
bars, and a connecting gear mechanism cooperat 
ing between said slidable rack member and said 
differential stop bars. 

2. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination with an accumulator and actuators 
therefor, of a transversely movable carriage, a 
plurality of differential stop bars slidably mounted 
On Said carriage and each formed with a plurality 
of stepped actuator stopping shoulders, springs 
for moving said stop bars, dogs for retaining 
said stop bars against movement by said springs, 
a plurality of digit keys, and means operable 
by said keys for releasing said dogs and con 
trolling movement of said stop bars comprising 
a set of key levers, transversely slidable bars con 
trolled thereby, a slidable rack member controlled 
by Said slide bars, and a connecting gear mecha 
nism cooperating between said slidable rack mem 
ber and said differential stop bars. 

3. In a machine of the class described, the 
Combination of digit keys, respective key slides 
operable by Said digit keys, a universal bar con 
trollable by said slides as to extent of movement, 
a tiltable shaft and gear controllable as to rota 
tion by said universal bar, a carriage, a plurality 
of differential members carried thereby, and 
means for moving said carriage to bring any one 
of said differential members into cooperative rela 
tion to said tiltable shaft. 

4. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of digit keys, respective key slides 
Operable by said digit keys, a universal bar con 
trolled by said slides as to extent of movement, 
a tiltable shaft and gear controllable as to ro 
tation by said universal bar, a carriage, a plu 
rality of differential members carried thereby, 
means for moving said carriage to bring any one 
of Said differential members into cooperative rela 
tion to said tiltable shaft, and an escapement 
mechanism operable by said keys for controlling 
movement of said carriage. 

5. In a machine of the character set forth, the 
combination of an accumulator, actuators there 
for, a transversely movable carriage, a normal 
stop member on said carriage, and normally in 
position to prevent operation of any of said ac 
tuators, a plurality of differential stop members 
on said carriage and movable therewith to posi 
tions to control movement of said actuators, each 
stop member being formed with a plurality of 
stepped actuator stopping shoulders, and means 
for moving said differential stop members on 
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Said carriage to set up representations of nun 
bers to be entered on said accumulator compris 
ing a set of digit keys and key levers, a similar set 
of digit slide bars, a single rack slide controlled 
thereby, and a gear mechanism cooperating be 
tween said rack slide and said differential stop 
members in sequence. 

6. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of an accumulator, actuators there 
for, a plurality of differential stop slides each 
formed with a plurality of digital actuator stop 
ping shoulders, a carriage for said slides, slide 
Setting mechanism comprising a set of keys and 
key levers, a set of key-controlled digital slides, 
a Setting rack controlled thereby, and a gear 
mechanism cooperating between said rack and 
Said stop slides, operating mechanism, and means 
operable by said operating mechanism for return 
ing said differential stop slides to normal position. 

7. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of an accumulator, actuators there 
for, a plurality of differential stop slides each 
formed with a plurality of digital actuator stop 
ping shoulders, a carriage for said slides, slide 
Setting mechanism comprising a set of keys and 
key levers, a set of key-controlled digital slides, 
a Setting rack controlled thereby, and a gear 
mechanism cooperating between said rack and 
said stop slides, operating mechanism, and means 
operable by said operating mechanism for return 
ing said differential stop slides to normal posi 
tion, and for returning the said carriage to normal 
position. 

8. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of an accumulator, actuators there 
for, a plurality of differential stop slides each 
formed with a plurality of digital actuator stop 
ping shoulders, a carriage for said slides, slide 
setting mechanism comprising a set of keys and 
key levers, a set of key-controlled digital slides, 
a setting rack controlled thereby, and a gear 
mechanism cooperating between said rack and 
said stop slides, operating mechanism, and means 
operable by said operating mechanism for re 
turning said differential stop slides to normal 
position, and for returning said carriage to nor 
mal position and releasing said carriage. 

9. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of an accumulator, actuators there 
for, a plurality of differential stop slides each 
formed with a plurality of digital actuator stop 
ping shoulders, a carriage for said slides, slide set 
ting mechanism comprising a set of keys and 
key levers, a set of key-controlled digital slides, 
a setting rack controlled thereby, and a gear 
mechanism cooperating between said rack and 
said stop slides, operating mechanism, means ap 
erable by said Operating mechanism for return 
ing said differential stop slides to normal position 
and for returning Said carriage to normal position 
and means for rendering the first said means 
ineffective. 

10. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination, including a set of accumulator 
members, actuators therefor, comprising rotat 
able gear sectors having printing members at 
tached thereto, a transversely movable carriage 
comprising a plurality of differential stop bars 
slidably mounted thereon, each stop bar com 
prising a rack portion, a stepped portion adapted 
to cooperate with said actuators and releasable 
catch members cooperating with said rack por 
tion, a plurality of digit keys, and mechanism co 
operating between said digit keys and said stop 
bars, comprising a set of digit key stops, a co 
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operating slide member having a rack thereon, 
and a tiltable shaft and gear mechanism. Oper 
able by said rack adapted to release said catch 
members and to control differential displacement 
Of Said Stop bars. 

11. In a machine of the class described, the 
combination of a plurality of accumulator wheels, 
a single set of digit keys for the ultimate control 
thereof, a set of Operation control keys adapted 
to control the cooperation between said accumu 
lator wheels and said digit keys, a set of digit 
slides cooperating with said digit keys, a single 
slide member adapted to be digitally adjusted by 
said digit slides, said digit slides being adapted 
to prevent the operation of more than one digit 
key at a time, a plurality of settable stop bars, 
a gear system cooperating between said stop bars 
and said single slide, a carriage for the support 
of said stop bars, said digit slides, single slide 
and gear train serving for the adjustment of a 
plurality of stop bars from said single set of digit 
keys for the operation of said plurality of ac 
cumulator Wheels. V 

12. In a computing machine, the combination 
of a plurality of depressible keys, a respective key 
lever for each of said keys, a plurality of slotted 
slide bars positioned underneath said respective 
key levers and at right angles thereto, means 
comprising cam members respectively cooperat 
ing each with one of said key levers and one of 
said slotted bars whereby each of Said slotted bars 
is transversely moved by a corresponding key lever 
and all other key levers are locked in unmoved 
position, and a sliding rack member cooperating 
with a moved Slotted bar. 

13. In a computing machine, the combination 
of a plurality of depressible keys, a respective key 

15 
lever for each of said keys, a plurality of slotted 
slide bars positioned underneath said respective 
key levers and at right angles thereto, means com 
prising cam members respectively cooperating 
each with one of Said key levers and One of Said 
Slotted bars whereby each of Said slotted bars 
is transversely moved by a corresponding key lever. 
and all other key levers are locked in unmoved 
position, a sliding rack member cooperating with 
a moved slotted bar, a gear and shaft cooperating 
with said rack a second gear on said shaft, and 
a plurality of settable stepped slide members co 
operating with said shaft and second gear and 
positioned thereby. 

14. In a computing machine, the combination 
of a plurality of depressible keys, a respective key 
lever for each of said keys, a plurality of slotted 
slide bars positioned underneath said respective 
key levers and at right angles thereto, means com 
prising can members respectively cooperating 
each with one of said key levers and one of Said 
slotted bars whereby each of said slotted bars 
is transversely moved by a corresponding key 
lever and all other key levers are locked in un 
moved position, a sliding rack member cooperat 
ing with a moved slotted bar, a gear and shaft 
cooperating with said rack a Second gear on said 
shaft, a plurality of settable stepped slide mem 
bers cooperating with said shaft and Second gear 
and positioned thereby, a movable carriage for 
the support of said stepped slide members, an 
actuating lever, and means actuated from said 
actuating lever for moving Said carriage and 
restoring said slide members to unoperated posi 
tion. 

LOUIS M. LORENS. 
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